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FOR STABILIZING THE LA", KITION OF A HIGH-SPEED 
By Albert A. Schy and  Carroll H. Woodling 
A preliminary  theoretical  investigation f the lateral  stability 
of a towed  high-speed  fighter  airplane has been  carried out. The anal- 
ysis was conducted  for a fighter  cruising at supersonic  speed  at n alti- 
cable was assumed to be attached to the  nose of the  fighter. Motions 
were  calculated from lateral equations of motion  which had been devel- 
oped  by  other  investigators n the  assumption  that  the  dynamics of the 
towing airplane  and  cable  could  be  ignored. 
W tude of 50,000 feet. For the basic towing configuration, a 1,000-foot 
I 
The  motion of the  basic  case  is shown to  have a highly unstable 
oscillation  caused  by  the  towline  restraint. T h i s  preliminary  investi- 
gation  shows  that  the  configuration may be stabillzed  both  by  choosing 
the  right  position  for  the towline connection and by  several  types of
autmtic controls.  The  automatic  controls  are assumed to have no a s .  
Motions'  are  calculated f o r  various  modifications of the  basic  case. 
Two metho& of stabilization are presented  which show promise  of  being 
practical.  Both  methods  require  automatic  control. One type  provides 
a side  force and yawing moment proportional to sidewise  velocity  or 
sidewise  acceleration  or  both;  the  other type p ovides a rolling  moment 
proportional to angle of bank.  Although  the metha investigated  herein 
for obtaining  stability  by  adjustment of the  towline  parameters are 
shown to  be  impractical,  the  possibility of obtaining  practical  Eta- 
bility  by  adjustment of towline  parameters  is  not  dismissed. 
- The possibility of a supersonic or transonic bomber's t o w i n g  a 
high-speed  fighter  airplane has been  suggested a8 8 means of  increasing 
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the range of the  f ighter.  Previous  investigations into the s tab i l i t y  of , , 
towed gliders have shown, however, that l a t e r a l  s t a b i l i t y  is d i f f icu l t  
t o  obtain for towed aircraf t  (see refs .  1 and 2) . The present paper is 
an  exploratory  theoretical  investigation of possible metho& f o r  sta- a 
bil iz ing  the  la teral  motion of  a f ighter towed by a single towline. 
The theoretical  analysis of the  s tabi l i ty  of towed gliders pre- 
sented i n  references 1 and 2 assumes that the disturbance of the motion 
of the towing airplane and the dynamic characteristics of the towing 
cable may be ignored. This assumption is also valid in  the present 
case because of the small weight of the  f ighter  relative.to  the 
towing bomber. The dynamics of the bomber and the towing cable should 
therefore be relatively unimportant if the   l a te ra l  motion of neither 
the bomber nor the cable- has a characteristic  oscillation whose 
period is  close t o  the period of a characterist ic lateral  oscil lation 
of the towed fighter. Thus, i n  most cases the approximations used 
i n  references 1 and 2 are  just i f iable .  Since these approximations 
greatly simplify the analysis, the equations of motion f o r  a tared 
airplane which are derived In references 1 and 2 are used i n  this paper. .l 
w 
SYMBOLS 
The forces and moment-s are referred t o  the s tabi l i ty  axes. (See 
f i g .  1.) 
@ angle of bank, deg o r  radians 
$ angle of  yaw, deg o r  radians 
P a l e  of sideslip, deg or  radians 
6 deflection of control  surface, deg o r  radians 
Y angle of flight.-path  inclination, deg or  radians 
v airspeed,  f't/sec 
P mass density of air, slugs/cu f t  
dynamic pressure, F, lb/sq f t  
b wing span, ft  
S w i n g  area, sq f t  








weight of afrplane, lb 
mass of airplane, W/g, slugs 
acceleration due to  gravity, ft/aec2 
rehtive-density  factor,  m / ~  
angle of attack of reference a x i s  with respect t o  flight 
path, deg or radians 
angle between reference axis  and principal ax is ,  positive 
when referepce axis is above principal ax is ,  deg o r  radians 
inclination of principal.  longitudinal axis of airplane  with 
respect t o  flight path, positive when principal axis is 
above flight path a t  the nose, a - E ,  deg o r  radians 
radius of gyration in roll about principal longitudinal 
axis, f t  
radius of gyration i n  yaw about principal  vertical  axis, f t  
nordimensional radius of gyration in  roll about principal 
longitudinal  axis, k0 /b  
nondimensional radius of gyration in yaw about principal 
vertical   axis,  Qo/b 
nondimensional radius of gyration in roJJ about longitudinal 
s t ab i l i t y  axis, (Kxo2co~2q + K ~ ~ s i n  2 q) 1/2 
nondimensional radius of gyration Fn yaw about vertical 
s tab i l i t y  &xis, ( K G ~ C O G ~  + Kb2sin2qy’2 
nondimensional product-of-inertia  parameter, 
weight coefficient, t l /q~  
drag  coefficient, D r a g  force/qS 
lateral-force coefficient, Late- force/qS 
rOI-Ung-nroment coefficient, ROUII~  moment/qSb 





effective-dihedral  derivative,  rate of change  of  rolling- 
moment  coefficient with angle of sideslip,  per  radian 
directional-stabflf~ derivative,  rate of change of yawing- 
moment coefficient  with  angle of sidesup, per  radian 
Lateral-force  derivative,  rate  of  change of lateral-force 
coefficient with angle of sidesup, per radian 
damping-in-yaw  derivative,  rate of change  of  yaving-mcment 
coefficient with yawing-asgular-velocity  factor,  per 
radian 
rate of change of yawing-moment  coefficient with rolling- 
EtnguLar-ve.locity  factor, per radian 
damping-in-roll  derivative,  rate of change of r o U u -  
moment  coefficient with roulng-angular-velocity factor, 
per radian 
rate  of  change  of  rolling-moment  coefficient w th y-aving- 
angular-velocity  factor, per radian 
rate of change of side-force  coefficient  with  angle of
control deflection, per radian 
control  gearing  ratio f autopilot  sensitive to transverse 
velocity or acceleration, 




&,A1,,..Ag coefficients of the etability equation 
P period of oscillation,  sec 
T l / 2  when positive, time required f o r  a stable motion to dRmp to one-half amglitude;  when negative, time required for 
an unstable motion to double amplitude; sec 
Bb nodimensional time parameter, Vt/b 
% differential  operator, d/- 
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subscript : * 
0 initial 











towline  tension,  Drag/cos (, lb 
towline  tension  coefficient, CD/COS 5 
angle  between  towline a d relative w i n d ,  positive when 
towline  is  above  relative uind, deg  (fig. 2)  
distance  along  X-axis  from  center of g avity of fighter 
to  towline  attachment  point,  positive forward of center of 
gravity, spans (fig. 2) 
distance along Z-axis from  center of gravity  of  fighter 
to  towline  attachment  point,  positive  above  center of 
gravity.,  SP-  (fig- 2 1 
sidewise  movement of center of gravity along Y-axis,  ft 
nondimensional  sidewise  movement of center of gravity along 
Y - d S ,  SPanS 
towline  length, spans 
rate  of  change  of  lateral  force  caused by towline  teneion 
with  sidewise  displacement 
rate of change of lateral  force  caused by towline  tension 
with  angle of yaw 
rate of change of lateral  force  caused by towline  tension 
with  angle of bank 
rate  of  change of yawing  moment  caused  by  towline  tension 
with  sidewise  displacement 
rate of change of yaw5ng moment caused by  towline  tension 
with  angle of yaw 
rate of change of yawing moment caused by towline tension 
with  angle of bank 
rate of -e of rolling moment caused  by  towline  tension 
wlth  sidewise  displacement 
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Tz* rate  of  change  of  rolling  mment--caused  by  towline  tension with  angle of yau 
rate of change of rolling  moment  caused  by  towline  tension 
with  angle of bank 
ANALYSIS 
Equations  of  Motion 
The  equations  of.motion  for  the  lateral  motion of a towed  airplane 
have  been  derived  in  references 1 and 2, and the  characteristic  equa- 
tion of the  lateral  motion has been shown to  be of sixth  degree. The 
assumpti0118 and the  methods  of  derivation used in references 1 and 2 
are similar. The  fundamental  assumptions  are  that  the  disturbance  of 
the  motion of the  towing  airplane  is  negligible,  that  the  disturbed 
motion  of  the  towed  airplane  is small enough  to  permit  the  equations 
of motion  to  be  linearized, and that  the  aynamic  properties of the 
towline rnay be  neglected. 
Except  for  differences  in  notation nd several  typographical  errora, 
the  equations of motion  used in references 1 and 2 are  ess.entially  the 
same. The notation  use& in the  present  paper  is  that of reference 2, 
and the  slight  discrepancies  between  the  equations  here  presented and 
those of reference 2 arise from the  previously  mentioned  typographical 
errors. The nondimensioml  equations of motion in sideslip, yaw, and 
roll  for small disturbances  from  level flight m y  be  written  as  follows: 
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The  towline  derivatives (Tyy I ,  Tyq, etc.) which  occur in these 
eqwtions are defined  in  terms of the  towline  tension  coefficient Q, 
the  towline  length 2 ,  the  coordinates x and z of the tarline  con- 
nection  point in the  stabi.lity  system  of  axes, nd the towline  Fnclina- 
tion ( with  respect to the  undisturbed  velocity.  The  towLLne  param- 
eters are shown in figure 2. A l l  lengths are given nondimen6iomll.y 
in wing spana . 
The  tension  coefficient  is  given in t rms  of  the drag coefficient 
and the  towline  inclination as 
I 
Wreover, the  weight  coefficient % E - is not  the  same &s the lift 
coefficient  when # 0, since there  is a vertical  tension  force  in 
this  case. The proper  relation  is 
ss 
The usual relation  for  level f ight, C, = %, is valid when ( = 0. 
The  towline  derivatives are expressed  in  terms of towline  pazametere 
as follows : 
8 
T% = zTYq = -=a@ + cos s> 
Here x is  positive  when  the  connection  is  ahead of the center of 
gravity, z is positive  above  the  center of grartty, and is posi- 
tive when the  cable is inclined  up  (towing airplme higher  than  the 
towed  airplane). 
Characteristic Equation and Characteristic Modes 
The  characteristic  equation  corresponding  to  equations (l), (2), 
and (3) seems  to  be  of  eighth  degree  with no constant  coefficient (that 
is, one  root  is  identically  zero).  However, by means of the  definitions 
of  the  towline  derivatives,  it  can be sham that  the  first  power  term 
in I+, also  vanishes  identically.  These two zero roots have been 
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introduced by differentiating  each  equation  once, and the  characteristic 




The  expressions  for  the  coefficients  of  this  equation are give in the 
appendix. 
As discussed  in  part IV of  reference 1, the new characteristic  mode, 
which  is  Introduced  when  the  lateral  characterlstic  equation of fourth 
degree  for the free  airplane  is  increased  to  sixth  degree  by  the addi- 
tion  of  the  towline,  is an oscillation.  The  free  lateral  oscillation, 
generally  called  the  Dutch r o l l ,  and  the  heavily damped aperiodic  mode, 
generally  called  the  damping-in-roll  mode, usuEtlly -remain  practically 
unchanged  when  the  towline  is  added.  However,  the usual lightly  damped 
aperiodic  mode,  genera-  called the spfral  mode,  is  very  strongly 
affected  by  the  addition f the  towline. In fact,  it  Beems  that, when' 
replaced  by a canibination of the  new  oscilLation  and an aperiodic  mode ' 
which may be  heavily  danped. 
L the towune is  added,  the  spiral  mode  for  the  free  airplane  is  usually ; 
c 
The new oscillation wlll be  called  the  towline  oscillation.  It 
should  be  remembered,  however,  that  this  is an airplane  motion,  not a
towline  motion. Wyeically, tMS oscillation  appears to be  caused by 
the  tension  force in the  towline,  which  tends to return  the  airplane 
to  equilibrium  when  the  point of attachment  undergoes a lateral  dfsplace- 
ment.  The  closely  related  aperiodic  mode will be  called  the  towline 
aperiodic  mode.  The  relation  between  the  tawline  mode8  and  the  free 
spiral  mode may be  explained  by  considering the coefficient of 
equation (14). The  magnitude of this  coefficient is a measure of the 
total damping of the  system. AB can be seen in  the  appendix,  however, 
this  coefficient  does  not  contain any towline  terms;  that  is,  the  total 
damping of the  characteristic  modes is the same  for  the  free  or towed 
airplane.  Since  the  Drrtch  roll  and damping in roll  are usually little 
affected  by  the  addition  of  the  towline,  the  damping of the  spiral  mode 
muat  be  shared  by  the  two  towline  modes.  Since  the  free-airplane  spiral 
mode has little  damping,  however,  it follows that  when  the  towline 
aperiodic  mode  is  heavily  damped,  the  towline  oscillation wil be corre- 
spondingly  unstable. 
Necessity  far  Calculating  Motions 
- There is a theoretical objection to placing too much reliance on 
the  characteristic  roots  alone. In setting  up  the  equations  of  motion, 
. 
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the  assumption of small motions was used in order  to  obtain  linear  equa- 
tions. Roughly, this  assumption may be  said  to  require  that  the  angle 
between  the  towline and the  steady-state  flight  direction may be  used 
to  replace  the  sine of the  angle in addition  to  the  usual  requirements 
for  the  motion  of a free  airplane.  The  sine of an angle,  is  approxi- 
mately  equal  to  the  angle  up  to  about n/6 radians.  Thus,  the  assump- 
tion  requires  that  the  sidewise  displacement of the  towed  airplane  become 
no larger half the  towline  length. For motions of this  magnitude, 
the  characteristic  roots and calculated  motions  obtained  from  the lin- 
earized  equations  of  motion may be considered approxMt,ely correct. 
However, the magnitude of the  sidewise  motion  clearly  depends o  the 
type  and  magnitude-of  disturbance  assumed  (that  is,  the  applied  forces 
and  initial  conditions). In analyzing any type  of  stabilization  method, 
it  is  therefore  necessary  to  calculate  not only the  characteristic  roots 
but  also  actual  motions  following  reasonable  types  of  disturbances. If 
the  sidewise  displacement  is  calculated  to  be  greater  than half the 
towline  length or if any other  degree  of-freedom  becomes  too  large,  the 
whole  analysis  is of doubtful  validity  since  the  motions  contradict  the 
assumptions  used  to  calculate th m. 
Three  types  of  disturbance  were  considered in obtaining  the  motions 
- 
for  the  stabilizatLon  devices  considered.  These  disturbances  corresponded 
to a 2' rudder kick  held  for 1 Becad, an initial  sideslip  angle of 2' 
(which  correspondsto.  m.-ipitial  sidewise  velocity  of  ap  roximately 
35 mph),  and an initial  yawed  position  in  which q0 = -5 and Po = 50. 
The  choice  of  the  types  and  magnitudes  of  the  disturbances was r th r
arbitrary,  but  it is felt  that  they  give a Peasonably  accurate  repre- 
sentation  of  the  types of disturbance  which  might-  occur.:  The 2' Pudder 
kick,  held  for I second, is clearly a reasonable  type  of,  disturbance, 
since  it  is  the  type  that a pilot would probably  use  in  testing  the 
stability  of  the  towed  airplane.  For  this  reason,  most  of  the emphasis 
will be on this  disturbance,  and  the  other  motions wil be  used  chiefly 
for  comparison. A l l  motions  were  obtained  by  use  of a Reeves  Electronic 
Analog Computer. .... .. . .  . . -  - 
n 
No attempt  is  made  in  the  present  paper  to  carry  out a thorough 
investigation of any particular  method of stabilizing  the  lateral 
motion of a towed  fighter  airplane.  Rather is this a prelhninary 
investigation,  whose  chief  purpose i  to find and compare  roughly sev- 
eral  possible  methods of stabilization so that  the way may  be  apen for 
further  research  into  the more promising  methods.  Therefore only  a 
single  flight  condition f a hypothetical  fighter w i l l  be chosen as the 
basic  airplane  configuration  which  is  being  towed.  Various  methods 
w i l l  be  investigated for stabilizing  this  basic  condition without 
considering  whether  these  methods would be  effective in other  flight 
conditions.  There  is,  however, no obvious  reason why a method  which 
is  effective  in  stabilizing this typical  flight  condition  would  not 
also be  effective  in  other  flight  conditions or for  other  airplanes. 
In particular,  since  the  previous  research on towed  gliders has empha- 
sized  the  fact  that  for  increased  relative-density  parameter Pb the 
lateral  stability  tends  to  decrease, the methods which appear  effective 
in  StabiliZing  the  towed  fighter,  which has high WbJ should also 
be  effective when applied to gliders. - 
The mass and aerodynamic  parameters  of  the  hypothetical  fighter 
are  given in table I. The  corresponding  characteristic  modes  are  pre- 
sented in the  first  row  of  table 11. It should be  noted  that  the  spiral 
mode  is very slightly  stable. 
Influence of Towline  Parameters 
Before  the  use  of  automatic  controls was investigated,  the  possi- 
bility  of  stabilizing the configuration  by varylng towline  parameters 
attaching  the  towline  to  the  fighter in some  simple m e r .  It 
was assumed  that  the  towline was attached  to  the  nose  of  the  airplane, 
As a reasonable  basic  length  for  the  towline, 2 = 1,000 feet (26 s p a )  
was assumed.  The angle of  attack  calculated  for le-yel flight was 
a = 2.4 . In the  stability  system of axes,  the  corresponding  cormec- 
tion  point  (connection  at  the nose) m s  z = 0.022 span and x = 0.52 span. 
This  case,  then, was assumed as the  basic  case in which v & r i o u ~  parameters 
might be varied  in an attempt  to  obtain  stabilfty. 
- only was considered.  The  first  step w a s  to  investigate  the  effect of 
.- and r; = 0 was chosen i n  order  to  obtain  the simple relation CL = %- 
0 
Effect  of  towline  parameters on characteristic  modes.- To obtain 
the  characteristic  modes,  the  required pmameters were  inserted into 
the  expressions  for  the  coefficients  given  in  the  appendix, and the 
mots of  the  characteristic  sextic  were  obtained.  The  corresponding 
characteristic  modes  for  the  basic  case  are  given  in row 2 of table 11. 
Comparison of these  modes  with  those  of  the  airplane  alone  reveals  that 
the Dutch  roll  mode  and  the  damping-in-roll  mode  are  scarcely  changed. 
The  towline  aperiodic  mode  is  very  stable,  and  the  towline  oscillation 
is  correspondingly  unstable. As w a s  previously  pointed  out,  the  reason 
for  this  distrlbution  of  damping  is  that  the.total  towline-mode w i n g  
must  equal  the  spiral  damping whe  the  Dutch roll m d  damping in roll 
are  not  appreciably  changed  by  the  towline. 
The  first  parameter t o  be  varied wa6  the  towline  length. Rows 3, 
4, 5, and 6 of table I1 show  the  characteristic m o d e s  for 2 = 2.6, 13, 
towline oscillation  both  increase  with  length.  The most interesting 
- 130 , and m (in spans) , respectively.  The  period and damging of the 
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result is that  increasing  towline  length has a stabilizing  effect on the 
towline  oscillation, and for  infinite  length  the  motion  is  stable. Even 
for 5,000 feet (1  = 130 spans ) , however,  the  towline oscilhtion is 
still  unstable, so that  it would appear  impractical  to  attemgt  to  achieve , ~ 
stability  simply by increasing  the towline.  length. 
Another  method  for  stabilizing  the  tarline  oscillation  is  suggested 
by the  form  of the constant  coefficient in the  appendix. If varying 
the  towline  parameters has little  effect on the Dutch roll or damping- 
in-roll modes,  then  the  damping  of  the  towline  oscillation  should  be 
-roved if  the  towline  pazameters can be varied so as to decrease  the 
towline  aperiodic damping. T h i s  possibillty follows from  the  fact  that 
the sum of the  towline  damping6  is  approximately  equal  to  the  spiral 
damping. 'Pram the form of it  is  clear  that Ao must  vanish  when 
x Cnp 
tion,  since  vanishing Ao corresponds  to a neutrally  stable  towline 
aperiodic  mode. The value z = -0.0805 span makes Ao = 0. Row 7 of 
table I1 s h m  the  characteristic  modes  for z = -0.0804 span, and the 
predicted  stability f o r  the  towline  oscillation is seen  to  occur.  It 
is  interesting  to  note  that  the  characteristic  modes of this configura- 
tion  are  very similar to  those of the  basic  case with infinite  length. 
The case of z = -0.0804 span corresponds  to an attachment  point 
"- 2 -  czp. It follows  that  this  condition  should  give a stabl  oscilla- " 
somewhat  less than 4 feet dam from  the nose. The  characteristic 
modes  obtained  wlth  this  attachment  point  indicate  that  the  lateral 
stability would be reasonably  satisfactory. The Dutch roll oscillation 
and the  damping-in-roll  mode  are  practically  unchanged f r o m  those of 
the  free  airplane; and the  lightly  damped  long-period  oecillation, n 
combination  with  the  lightly  damped  aperiodic  mode, would  probably 
have much  the same effect  as  the original lightly  damped  spiral mode. 
However, it will be shown that the  attainment  of  etabflity  by  this 
adjustment  of z is  impractical  because  of  the  extreme  sensitivlty  of 
the  stability to changes  in z.  
Previous  unpublished  experimental  results had indicated.  that lage 
positive  values of z for the  attachment  point had given a stable 
configuration. In order  to  investigate  this  POSSibiUtY,  the  coeffi- 
cients  of  the  characterfstic  equation  were  written as functions  of z, 
and  Routh's  discriminant  for  this  equation was obtained  as a function 
of z. An analysis of the  roots of Routh's  discriminant  indicated 
that  the  towline  osc"bion would become  unstable  for  values  of z 
above -0.0796 span  but would become  stable  again  at  values of z 
between 2.374 spans and 3.851 spans. The characteristic  modes  were 
obtained  for z = 2.5 spans and z = 3.0 spans and were  found  to  be 
satisfactory. Row 8 of table I1 shows  the  characteristic  modes  for 
z = 3.0 span6.  Although  there  is a large  range  of  positive z values 
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M c h  give s tab i l i ty ,  this reage occurs at values of z which are  
impractically large, since almost a %-foot mast would be required. 
The stable range of negative z values, on the other hand, occurs 
at reasonably s m a l l  values. However, since the real d e  is  unstable 
a t  values of z below z = -0.0&35 span asd the tqwline oscil lation 
is unstable for values above z = -0.0796 span, the stable range is 
only 0.4 inch. T h i s  stable range for negative z is too narrow to  be 
practical. There is, therefore, no pract ical  range of z values which 
yields a stable configuration for the present case: Some possibi l i ty  
exists, however, that the other parameters, for  -le, (, might be 
adjusted t o  make the  stable z range mre  pract ical .  
Unlike the small negative value of z used to  obtain s tabi l i ty ,  
Dutch roll and damping-in-roll modes. No attempt was  made t o  analyze 
these effects, since the total motion was stable. 
. the large positive values seem t o  have a considerable effect on the 
Previous investigators (for example, ref. 1) have mentioned that 
attaching the cable at  the center of gravity usually gives a stable 
configuration. Although it would be impossible t o  attach the cable 
exactly a t  the center of gravity, it might be prac t ica l   to  use an 
attachment point near the center of gravity. The characterist ic roots 
that correspond t o  a connection a t  the center of gravity  are shown i n  
row 9 of table 11. The Dutch r o l l  and damping-in-roll m o d e s  a re  prac- 
tically unchanged from those of the  free  airplane and the long-period, 
lightly damped towline mode is very l i t t l e   d i f f e ren t  from the lightly 
damped sp i r a l  mode of the free airplane. It is interesting t o  note 
that the case of the center-of-graxity connection, the case of 2 = m, 
and the case of z = -0.0805 span all give a fifth-degree eqation, 
rather than the usual sixth-degree equation; and these three cases also 
are all stable.  
In a more thorough investigation it would  be desirable to inves- 
t iga te  the effect  of varying (. However, because of the extremely 
large number of variables which could be considered in attempting t o  
improve the s t ab i l i t y  of the towed fighter,  it was necessary almost 
a rb i t ra r i ly  t o  choose certain variables on which t o  concentrate in a 
preliminary analysis, The investigation of the variation of ( muld 
have required the calculation of many more cases. Moreover, since large 
values of ( would cause increased cable drag a t  high speed and since 
there was no Dbvious reason why extremely favorable results should be 
obtained by varying (, no such variation was considered. The resul ts  
of rows 7, 8, and 9 in   table  11 are sufficient t o  establish the  fact  
that it is theoretically possible t o  obtain complete s t ab i l i t y  with 
adjustment of towline parameters on3y. 
* 
Calculated motions.- For comparison, the motions of a free airplane 
subsequent t o  the three types of disturbance are sham in figure 3. The . 
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motions  in  sideslip,  sidewise  displacement,  and bank angle  are  presented. 
Although  the  sidewise  displacement  is of no importance  in a stability 
analysis of a free-airplane,  the  tendency  to  sidewise  displacement 
becomes  important  when  the  airplane  is  being  towed.  The  disturbance 
consisting  of an initial  sidewise  velocity  (fig. 3(b) )  gives  the  largest 
sidewLse  motion, BB might  be expected. The  motion  called  sidewise 
displacement,  denoted  by  the spibol y on the  figures, is actually 
V s  (JI + $)at, and would  more  accurately  be  called  the  transverse di - 
placement. For small .angles  of  bank  this can be  seen  to  be  essentially 
sidewise  motion.  However,  the  direction  of  this  motion  actually makes 
an angle $d with.  the  horizontal  at any instant, so that a. varying 
amount of gravity  force  is  applied along the  direction  of  this motion 
depending on the  angle of bank.  This  is  the Cw term  in  equation (1). 
The  importmce of  this  term will appear in later  discussion. 
Motions  were  next  obtained  for  the  basic  case of a no  attachment. 
These  are  presented  in figure 4. The  presence  of  the  Dutch  roll  mode 
and the highly unstable  towline  oscillation  predicted  in  table 11, 
row 2, is  evident. AE usual, there is very  little of the  Dutch  roll 
mode  in  the  transverse  displacement.  The  transverse  displacement 
seems  to  be  determined  mainly  by  the  characteristic  towline  oscil- 
lation.  The  rolling  motion also depends  strongly on the character- 
istic  towline  oscillation,  particularly  in  the  response  to a idesup 
disturbance. 
Figures  5(a) and 5(b) show the  responses  to  the  rudder  kick and 
sideslip  disturbande,  respectively,  when  the  point of a tachment  is  at 
z = -0.0804 span.  Since  the  third  initial  condition (q0 = - - 5 O  and 
$0 = So) consistently shows smaller  motions  than  the  other  two,  it ill 
be  ignored  in  future  considerattons. AB predicted,  the  t-owline  oscil- 
lation  is  stable,  and  this  long-period  oscillation  would  probably  not 
be  very  troublesome  to a pilot.  It  seems  significant hat this  proper 
choice  of z for  stability came8 an enormous  decrease in.the relative 
amount of rolling  motion  present in the  tpwline  oscillation. 
The motions which have been  presented  seem to indicate  that  the 
lateral  towline  oscillation  is  essentially a transverse  oscillation of 
the  whole  airplane,  in  which,  however,  the  rolling  motion and rolling 
moments may be  important.  The  motion in figure 4(b) is  not  correct  for 
the  large  bank  angles,  but  thie  fact  is  not  important  since  it is 
sufficient  to how that  extreme  instability and a tendency  to  very 
large  bank  angles  exist  in  this  case. 
Effects of ModifyLng  Stability  Derivatives by Automatic  Control 
Variation of Czr  to  increase  spiral damping.- It  seemed  reasonable 
to suspect that the smallness of the stable range of negative values of z 
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arose from the  fact  that the damping of the free-airplane  spiral mode 
was very small. The damping of the spiral mode may be increased by 
making Czr more negative, as sham i n  reference 3 .  This type of CL, 
variation would tend t o  have an adverse effect on the Dutch r o l l  damping, 
but this could be taken care of by SFmUltaneously making Cnr more 
negative. Such an autopilot would feed yaw-rate signals t o  both  rudder 
and ailerons. In  this work it w a s  always assumed that the autopilots 
had no lags, so that the effect of the autopilot is considered simply 
as a modification of the stabil i ty  derivatives.  
Increments in both  stabil i ty  derivatives were considered in the 
vicinity of the value -1.5. Although there was a considerable increase 
i n  the amount of damping of the towline- modes, no significant increase 
in  the range of negative values of z giving a stable configuration 
w a s  found. For this reason the detailed results are not presented, 
Consideration of towline oscil lation as an oscil lation in transverse 
displacement.- The calculated motions seemed to   indicate  that the towline 
'oscil lation contained a good deal of transverse displacement of the whole 
airplane and a large amount of roll ing motion. The choice of z which 
tended to increase the damping of  the towme osc i l l a t ion   abo  great- 
decreased the amount of mlJing motion. If the towline oscillation is  - considered t o  be primarily an osci+tion i n  transverse displacement, 
then the velocity of the equivalent o sc i l l a to r  is the transverse veloc- 
i t y  V($ + a ) .  To damp the osci l la tor  it is necessary to introduce a 
control-surface  deflection which opposes the transverse motion and is 
proportional t o  the transverse velocity. It would seem reasonable to  
use a rudder-type control surface t o  oppose the transverse motion. 
U s u a l l y  only the yawing moment caused by such 8 control is considered 
and the side force is ignored. The importance of l a t e r a l  displacement 
i n  developing towline forces, however, makes it deeirable to consider 
the side force developed by the control surface in the present problem. 
In order t o  determine whether the  side  force developed by deflecting 
the control surface could have an Important effect  on the s tab i l i ty ,  
only side forCes were assumed t o  be obtained from the control surface. 
0 
The control equation is 
The input  for such an autopilot could be obtained by integrating the 
signal from a lateral accelerometer. When only side forces are con- 
sidered, a term Cy&6 is included on the right-hand side of equa- 
tion (1). ~n order to avoid the necessity of estimating a m u e  of 
Cy6 f o r  the control ~urf'ace, the parameter Cy66 was plotted instead 
of 6. From eqpation (15), i f  K'  = KVCyg, then 
Cy66 = K'($ + a )  (16) 
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Row LO, table 11, shows the characteristic modes  when this type of 
autopilot is applied to -the basic configuration wlth K'  .= -1.92. A 
comparison of these modes w i t h  those of the basic case indicates that 
both the oscillatory and aperiodic  tarline modes have be t te r   s tab i l i ty ,  
but the oscillatory towline mode l a  s t i l l  unstable. As in the basic 
case, this instabi l i ty  could be removed by adjusting z. Row 11, 
table 11, gives the characteristic modes.wlth thfs autopilot and 
z = -0.0805 span. The towline oscil lation is  very stsble and its period 
is very long. These results indicate that-.control side force alone can 
have an important effect on the  s tabi l i ty  and should therefore be 
included i n  considering any autopilot. Because of the desirable nature 
of the  characteristic modes, it waa decided to  calculate motions with 
the side-force automatic control. Motions were obtained for several 
d u e s  of z and K ' ,  and the parameter Cys8 was plotted  in  addition 
t o  the other variables. In this way, it could be determined whether 
the  necessary values of K' required too large 6 motions f o r  reason- 
able  values of Cy6 and, also, whether & reasonable  range of z values 
could be used. 
The motion for Kt = -1.9 e& z = -0.0804 span i s  shown in f ig-  
ure 6. Figure 6(a) s h o w s  the response t o  the rudder kick, and figure  6(b) * 
shows the response t o  initial sideslip. The towline oscil lation is practi-  
ca l ly  deadbeat. To obtain  the  value of 6 ( in  degrees ) a t  any time, c 
it is necessary t o  dlv-f.de the value of Cys8 by the value of Cy6 
(per radian) of  the..control surface. From figure 6(a), i f  the magnitude 
of Cy6 is 0.02, then  the maximum magnitude of 6 is less than 20'. 
Since it is reasonable t o  expect that- control surfaces with lC?ysl 2 0.02 
can be used, the required gain doeb not call for excessive control 
deflection. For the initial sideslip, on the other hand, figure 6(b) 
s h m  that large values of transverse displacement and control deflec- 
t ion occur. In actual f l ight,  however, it seems doubtful that such 
large  sideslip  velocities would suddenly occur as are assumed i n  this 
i n i t i a l  condition. Moreover, the motions develop 'so slowly that it i a  
probable that the  pilot  could take corrective action before the motions 
became too large. In the subsequent figures only the response t o  the 
rudder kick is  shown, since this is clearly a physically realistic 
disturbance. I n  every case the sideslip response gives r i s e  t o  larger 
motions, such as are sham in figure 6(b). 
The motion following a rudder kick f o r  z = -0.0740 span and 
K'  = -1.92 is shown in figure 7. Although the very long period oscil- 
lat ion is now noticeable, the motion is clearly stable and satisfactory. 
This motion corresponds t o  a change of 3 inches i n  the value of z from 
that used fo r  the motions in figure 6. In figure 8 the motion is shown 
when z has been changed by 1 foot, t o  z = -0.0544 span. Although the 
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towline oscil lation is neutrally  stable, it w o u l d  probably be easily 
controllable because of i ts  long period. It therefore seems tha t  this 
large  autopilot  gain would give adequate s t ab i l i t y  for a range of 
z values of approximately 1 foot, which is a practically useful range. 
Although a control  surface which gives only side  force is clearly 
impractical, it may be approximated by placing the control as near the 
center of gravity as possible. The small moments caused by the control 
may then be chosen so that they do not decrease the s tab i l i ty .  
When the magnitude of  K '  was reduced, the principal effects w e r e  
a decrease in towline osci l la t ion  s tabi l i ty  and a slight decrease i n  
control motion. For K '  = -1.0 the tar l ine osci l la t ion was s t i l l  
rather stable a t  z = -0.0740 span.  For K' = -0.5 the osci l la t ion 
was neutrally stable a t  z = -0.0740 span. For this smaller gain, the 
stable range of z has decreased t o  3 inches.  Since no significant 
changes i n  the motion occurred other than those mentioned, the motions 
are not sham. 
The investigation of the automatic control which applied  side  force 
only was begun mainly t o  see whether the  side  force developed by a 
b i l i t y .  It w a s  extended because of the desirable type of towline oscil- 
la t ion which resulted f r o m  this type of control. In considering the 
effect  of both yawing moment  and side force of  the  control  surface on 
the   s tabi l i ty  of the towline Osci-tionJ calculations were made by a 
method of slopes similar to that described fn reference 4. The calcu- 
lations indicated that a forward. position of the control surface would 
be desirable. The control surface w - 8 ~  therefore asaumed t o  be at the 
nose. If the control surface is assumed t o  be helm the nose, the 
control rolling moment is practically zem. T h i s  assumption WRS made 
f o r  simplicity. The control ya;wlng  moment was introduced into the 
* rudder-type control  surface might have an important effect  on the sta- 
equations of motion by adding a term LA Cy&G OIL the right-hand side 
of the yaw equation, where 2~ is the distance along the X - a x i s  between 
the control surface and the center of gravity. Otherwise, the equations 
of motion are the same as those for the side-force control. 
The characteristic modes resulting from the use of this autopilot 
in the basic conflguration are sham i n  row 12  of table II. The towline 
osciUation is very stable, but two undesirable effects are apparent: 
The period of the towline oscil lation is  greatly decreased and the 
damping of the Dutch r o l l  mode is decreased. The -p ing  of the Dutch 
ro l l  mode may be improved by an o r d i n m y  yaw-damper. However, the 
decrease of the towline oscillation period could cause serious diffi- 
cult ies i f  this period came close t o  the period of the c h r a c t e r i s t i c  
la te ra l  osc i l la t ion  of  the bomber. In  this event, relatively large 
the bomber may be neglected would break d m .  To determine whether the 
- bomber motions might result ,  and the a s s w i o n  that the dynamics of 
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effect  of the bomber motion would be harmful or  beneficial  to the t o t a l  
s tab i l i ty  would require a more complicated analysis. In the present 
paper it is  only desired to point out that when the present analysis 
gives an oscillatory mode with a period close t o  that of the bomber, 
the  validity of the whole analysis becomes doubtful. 
e 
By assuming that the bomber motion is not of sufficient importance 
t o  invalidate the analysis, rmtions were obtained with this autopilot. 
The motion i n  figure 9 i s  f o r  K' = -1.92 and z = 0.022 span, subse- 
quent t o  a rudder kick. The motion obtained w i t h  this autopilot i s  
not only stable but a b o  has the desirable property that its magnitude 
is quite snaall. Figure 10 sharer.the motions for  the same autopilot for 
towline connection a t  z = -0.0804 span.. It is interest- to observe 
that the motion is almost identical with that sham i n  figure 9. Thus, 
this autopflot seem to have the very desirable property that its effect  
depends very l i t t l e  on the towline attachment point. 
The motion i n  figure 11 is for a nose attachment with K' = -1.0. 
Comparison with figure 9 shows that the decrease of gearing r a t io  results 
i n  a decrease of damping f o r  the towline  oscillation and &I increase  in 
period. The motion for  z = -0.0804 with K' = -1.0 is almost .L 
identical with that shown i n  figure ll for  the nose connection, fbnd is 
therefore not shown. ~ 
Stabilization by roll   control.-  It has been shown that the  s tabi l i ty  
of the towline oscil lation could be improved simply by adjusting z. 
The variation of  z causes a variation of the rolling moment caused by 
the towline. It might therefore.be surmised that an aileron-type auto- 
matic control m i g h t  improve the s tab i l i ty  of the towline O s c i l l a t i ~ .  
Moreover, as  has previously been mentioned, there is often a good deal 
of rolling i n  the towline oscillation. T h i s  oscillatory variation of  
angle of bank causes an oscillatory  variation of the transverse component 
of the weight. The phase.relation between this oscillatory transverse 
force and the transvekse displacement ca.n clearly be very important i n  
determining the magnL%ude of this displacement. Therefore the proper 
type of rol l   control  might also be effective i n  reducing the magnitude 
of the towline oscillation. 
.. 
. . . .  
The original  plans  for this preliminary analysis did not include 
an investigation of roll  controls,  since  several different types would 
have t o  be considered. However, some unpublished experimental work had 
shown that it was possible  to  stabil ize a f r ee - fwng  model, which was 
fastened in a wind tunnel by a simple cable, when an autopilot providing 
roll ing goments proE@ional  to angle of .bank was used. Unpublished 
experimental results for zerg towline length had also indicated that 
spring restraint  in roll  stabil ized the lateral motion. It was there- 
fore decided to  investigate the effect of an autopilot which would 
provide a rolling moment proportional t o  angle of bank. . 
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The  characteristic d e s  obtained  with  such an autopilot  were  calcu- 
L lated  by ass- increments  in TI$. The increments used were 4.015, 
-0.025 -0.050, and -0.100. Within  this  lggge  the  system was stable and 
the  variation of the  autopilot  effectiveness  caused  little  significant 
change in the  characteristics of the  system. Rows 13 aSa 14 of table I1 
show the  characteristic  roots  for  increments AT1 = -0.015 and 
ATzg = -0.100, respectively.  The  chazacteristic  roots  for K C 2  =re obtained  for  both  the  basic  case (z = 0.022 span) and the  case of 
z = -0.0804 span.  The mots were found to be  practically  identical. 
PI 
pl = -0*050 
The motione  for AT = -0.025 and AT = -0.050 are  presented 
in figures 12 and 13J respectively.  There is Uttle change in the  type 
of motion  when  the  autopilot  effectiveness  is doubled. Although  the 
towline  oscillation  is only slightly stable,  the  period  is so long and 
the  motion  (in  response  to the 1-second, 2' rudder kick) is eo small  
that  this  type of control  seeme to be very satisfactory. No &motion 
was obtained  in  this  caae  because  the  increments in TI@ assumed can 
be  shown  to  require only small control  deflections. The autopilot 
assumed  here would deflect 8,n aileron-me auxiliary surface  proportion- 
ately  to  the  angle  of bank 88 obtained from a position ~ y r o  r by inte- 




Some of the  apparent  advantages of t h i s  type of control  are: small  
autopilot  paper  required, small motions in response  to  dlsturbmces, 
long-period  towline  oscilhtion,  possibility of improving  the  Dutch  roll 
stability, and lack of sensitivity  to  changes Fn gearing  ratio  of  the 
autopilot  or  point of towline  attachment. 
DISCUSSIOX OF RESULTS 
The  results  obtained by considering  the nriation of tawline 
parameters  are  gene- In qualitative agreement  with  the  results  of 
previous  investigationa on tow&  gliders. The stabilizing  effect of 
increased  towline length or  attachment near the  center  of gravity has 
long been known for  tawed  gliders. The use  of a bridle-type  connection, 
attached t o  both  sides  of  the fuselage at x = z = 0, would  eeem to be 
a practical  method of approximating R center-of-gravity  attachment. 
T h i s  method of stabilization seem8 to  merit  further  research. 
For the  nose  attachment,  the calculate motion shows that  the 
unstable towUne oscillation  is a violent swooping'* type of oscilla- 
tion,  involving a large amounk of ro l l ing  of the airplane. At the 
extreme  valuee of sidewise  displacement  the angle of  bank  is  practically 
near zero. It is  interesting  to  note  that  the bank introduces a weight 
force in the  proper  phase  to  augment  the  motion, 
1 zero, and it has maxirrrum magnitude when the  sidewise  displacement  is 
. 
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the  adjustment of the ratio so that 
causes some sort of balance  between  the  towline  forces  and aero&c
forces  which  tends to keep  the  rolling  motion small. The.adjustment 
of ./X makes it  possible  to  distribute  the damping of  the  towline 
aperiodic and oscillatory d e s .  Although  the  mathematical  reason  for 
this  is  fairly  clear,  the  physical  reason  is  rather  obscure.  The 
pwsical reason  for  the  stabilizing  effect  of  large z values  is 
probably  the  introduction  of  relatively  large  negative v lues of Tz 
This would indicate  that  using a large  inclination  angle [ might make 
this type of  stabilization  possible  with  smaller z values.  (See 
equation (13 ) .  ). Also, the  use  of  positive  values of z for  stabiliza- 
tion  might  be  relatively  more  effective  at  shorter  cable lngths. In 
this  case,  however,  it  is  necessary  to  consider  that  the  decrease in
cable  length  itself has a somewhat  destabilizing  effect. 
8' 
The  physical  reason  for  the  effectiveness  of  the  autopilots  which 
apply some sort  of  restoring  force  or  moment,  or  both,  proportional  to 
sidewise  velocity  is  fairly  clear.  Both the autopilot  which  applies 
side  force only and  that  which  includes YaWFng moments  seem to provide 
possible  practical  methods  of  stabilization.  If  the  side-force  auto- 
pilot  is  used,  it will probably  be  necessary to adjust  the a / x  ratio 
d S 0 .  The rudder-type.contro1  seems  more  practical  and  it  does  not 
require  the ./X adjustment. I n  this  case,  however , the  possible 
effects  of  the  short-period of the  towline  oscillation  must  be  conaidered. 
Because of the  large  change  in  towline  oscillation  period  caused by 
this  autopilot,  there  is  reason  to  believe  that a phase-shift  network 
which introduces some phase lead into  the  activating  signal of the 
autopilot would be  beneficial. If the  towline  oscillation  is  considered 
as an independent  oscillator,  then  it  would  seem  that  th&reatoring 
force  applied by the autopilot  is  not  in  phase  with  either  the  velocity 
or  the  displacement  of  the  oscillator  but  must  instead  lie  somewhere 
between  these two since  it  increases  both  frequency a d dwnping. For 
this  reason, an activating  signal  which  leads  the  sidewlse  velocity 
would  seem  preferable . 
& 
.I 
A simple way to  check  this  conjecture  seemed  to  be o tain the. 
characteristic  roots  when an autopilot  sensitive to sidewise  sccelera- 
tion was used  rather  than one sensitive  to  sidewise  velocity. T h e  
chakacteristic  modes  for  this  case  were  obtained  for K' = -1.92 seconds, 
and are  presented  in row 15 of table 11. The fact  that  damping has been 
added to the  towline  oscillation  while  the  period has been lengthend 
seems to  confirm  the  physical reasoning that an autopilot  which  responde 
to a signal  whose  phase  is  intermediate  between  that of e transverse 
velocity and that of the  acceleration  could  improve  the  damping  of  the 
towline  oscillation  without  shortening  its  period.  Such an autopilot 
could  be  obtained by simply replacing  the  integrating  devfce  previously 
used with  the  accelerometer  by 8 device providing a phase lag somewhere 
. - , P 
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between Oo aSa 90'. Actually,  the d e s  obtained  by  using  the  acceleram- 
eter  itself  would  be  satisfactory  if  the  calculated  motions  are  not  too 
Large  for  the assuqtions of linearity. 
- 
- 
In considering  the  rudder-type  autopilot, the row moments 
caused  by  the  control  surface  were  neglected. This was possible in 
the  particular  case  considered  because  the  center of pr ssure of the 
control  surface  below  the  nose would fall almost  exactly on the X - a x i s .  
In order to obtain a qualitative  idea  of  the  effects of rolling  moment 
in the  more  general  case,  the  method of slopes waa applied to investi- 
gate  the  sensitivity of the  tarline  oscillation  mode  to  changes i  C z p  
and TQ. When the  results  are  compared with the  slopes  obtain& from 
the  yawing-moment  derivatives,  the  towline  oscillatorg mode appears  to 
be  considerably  more  sensitive  to  the roUzbg moment  due  to  sidewise 
velocity  than  it s to  the  yawing  moment  due to sidewise  velocity. 
Moreover;  there  is a pwsical argument  which  tends  to  bear  out  the  con- 
clusion  that a negative rolling moment due to sfdewise  velocity should 
be  effective in stabilizing  the  towline  oscillation. 
- In  camparing  the  various  motions  presented,  it  is seen that  the motions  obtained with the  rudder-type  autopilot and the T q  autopilot 
are  smaller in magnitude  than m y  of the  motions  obtained  with  the  other 
phase  relatfon  between bask angle and sidewise  motion in these 4x0 cases 
is different  from  that in any of the  other  cases. In these two cmeB 
the  bank  angle  is  largest  near  the  peaks of th  sidarise  motion and is 
in  the  proper  direction o introduce a weight  force  opposing  this  motion, 
whereas in the  other  cases  the  bank  angle te ds to  augment  the  siaewise 
motion, as previously  described. In considering  the  effect  of r lling 
moment  proportional  to  sidewise  velocity,  it  can  be ~eenthat EL negative 
rolling  moment in response  to  sidewise  displacement should tend  to 
prevent  the  build-up of the  bank  angle  which would augment  the  sidewise 
motion.  Since this physical  argument  is in agreement  with  the  result 
predicted by the methd of slopes,  it  appears  that in he general w e  
the  rolling  moment caused by the  control  surface should not  be  neglected. 
In  fact,  the use of an auxiliary surface  below  the  rudder  might  be very
effective in -roving the  dartping of the  towline  oscillation. 
a autopilots. The reason for these m a l l  amplitudee seema to be that the 
In investigating the effect of r0U.r moments,  it was found that 
a very s m a l l  posikive  increment in CzB would yield a considerable 
improvement in the  stability of the  towline  oscillation  while  also 
increasing  the  period. The reason  for  this  seems  to  be  that z / x for 
the  nose  connection s a small positive  value and the  condition f = - czB 
Cng ' 
which has been sham to  be  atabilizing, i~ approached when 122 is  given e 
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a positive  increment. The stabilizing  effect of the  use of zero 
rather  than a negative  value f o r  towed  airplanes-is  particula;rly 
interesting  because of the  recent  tendency  toward small values  of  effec- 
tive  dihedral. In particular,  the  use of a bridle  connection  at  the 
center of gravity  of an airplane  for  which C z P  is  zero  would  seem  to 
be  very  promising. 
c2 P 
Finally,  on  the  basis  of  the  motions  actually  calculated  in the 
present  investfgation, the autopilot  that  provides  rolling  moments 
proportional  to  bank  angle se m to  give  the  most  desirable  results. 
The  autopilot  is  simple,  the  motions  are small, there is little  sensi- 
tivity  to  changes  in  gearing  or  point  of  connection, a d the  towline 
oscillation  period  is so long that-  there  seems  little  doubt  of  the 
validity  of  the  initial  assumptions. 
- r  
The  lateral  motion  of a high-speed  fighter  airplane  towed  behind a 
high-speed  bomber  by  means of .a  single  towlFhe  is shown to  be  very 
unstable. A number of possible  methods for stabilizing  the  lateral 
mtion of the  towed  fighter a e presented  in  this  preliminary  investiga- 
tion.  Of  the  methods  presented,  the  two  which  show  most  promise  of  be- 
practical  require  the use of automatic  control. One method  requires an 
autopilot  providing  aileron  deflection  proportional  to ngle of bank, 
and  the  other  requires an autopilot-praviding  deflection f a rudder- 
type  control  surface  proportional  to a linear  combination  of  transverse 
acceleration and velocity.  The  possibility  of  obtaining  stability  by 
adjustment of towline  parameters only is not dismissed,  however. In 
particular, the use of a center-of-gravity  towline  connection  merits 
furtMr research. 
Since  previous  inveetigators  have shown that  the  lateral  motion 
of a towed  aircraft is more  difficult  to  stabilize  than  the  longitudinal 
motion,  the results of this analysis indicate  that  the  use of a simple 
tow cable  may  be a practical  method of increasing  the  range of a high- 
speed  fighter. In view of the  simplicity of this  method  in  conparison 
with  the other methods  which  have  been  tried, a more  thorough  experi- 
mental and anawical investigation of this  method  would  seem  desirable. 
Langley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National  Advisory  Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field,  Va . 
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EXPRESSIONS FOR COEFTICIEES'S OF THE CHKRAC?TERISTIC EWATION 
The coefficient of the highest-degree  term in the  characteristic 
equation  is 8q,3(~x~1$ - Kxz2). The error  introduced by neglecting 
the Kxz2 term in this  expression is negligible. As in reference 1, 
the  approximation Q2Kz2 - mz w Kx2Kz2 will therefore be used. The 
characteristic  equation  is  then  divided through by the  leading  coeffi- 
cient and takes  the form given in equation (14). The expreesions  for 
the  coefficients  in  equation (14) then  become 
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TAELE I . M4SS AND AERODyNAFaC P- OF HIGH-SPEED FIGHTEB 
Altftude.ft  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .50. 000 
S. s q f t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  476 W/S. lb / sqf t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52.5 
b. ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  38.4 
p.  s lw /Cu ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.000361 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.138 
V. ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1459.5 
7.  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
CD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.034 
clb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  117.66 
Kx2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.0125 
Kz2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.1376 
K n  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.004886 
a. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.4 
E. deg 0 
q. deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  2.4 
Czp. per  adian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -0.355 
Cz,. per  adian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.0228 .. _- 
Cnp. per  adian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -0.0514 
CnrJ per  adian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . .  -0.670 
e,. per rdian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -0.488 
Cn,. per  adian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.241 
C l P .  per radian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -0.0373 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  
. " 
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WIND L =  DiRECTlON 
2 
J 
Figure 1.- The s tab i l i ty  system of axes. Arrows indicate positive direc- 
tions of moments, forces, and angles. This system of axes is  defined 
as an orthogonal system having the origin at the center of gravity and 
the Z-axis i n  the plane of symmetry and perpendicular t o  the  relative 
wbd, the X-axis i n  the plane of symmetry and perpendicular t o  the 











Figure 2.- High-speed fighter airplane with tovllne attached. 
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(a) Rudder kick, Z0 for I second. 





Figure 3.- Motions of f'ree airplane .subsequent to three  types of disturbance. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. . 
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( 4  q0 = -so; Po = 5O. 
Figure 3 . -  Concluded. 
5D 33 
(a) Rudder kick, 2O for 1 second. 
Figure 4.- Motions of afrplane with nose  attachment of towline (basic case) 
subsequent to three types of disturbance. 
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(b) p, = 2O. 
Figure 4.- Continued. 
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(c) q0 = -5O; po = 5 . 0 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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(a) Rudder kick, 2' far 1 second. 
Flgure 5.- Motions of airplane Kith towline attached t o  a short mast below 
the nose subsequent to two types of aisturbance. e = -0.0804 span. 
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(b) Bo = 2'. 
Figure 5, - Concluded. Y 
. . . . . . . . . 
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(a) Rudder kick, Z0 for 1 second. 
Figure 6 .- Motions of airplane with side-force autopilot subsequent to 
two ty-pes of disturbance. K' c -1.92; z = -0.0804 s p a .  
Y 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. " 
FLgure 7.- Motion. of airplane with side-force autopilot subaequent to 
ruader krlck. KT = -1.92; z = -0.0740 span. 
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Figure 8 .- Motion of airplme w i t h  side-force autopilot subsequent to 
~ ' ~ d d e r  kick. K' = -1.92; z = -0.0544 span. 
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Figure 9.- Motion of airplane  with  automatically  controlleCrudder-type 
auxiliary control surface  at the nose. K' = -1.92; z = 0.022 span; 
initial rudder kick. 
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Figure 10.- Motion of airplane w i t h  automatically controlled rudder-type 
auxili8z-y control surface a t  the nose. K* = -1.92; z = -0.0804 spm; 
i n i t i a l  rudder kick. . 
Id- 
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Figure 11.- Mcrtion o f  airplane with autcinatically controlled rudder-type 
control surface at the nose. K t  = -1.00; z = 0.022 span; initial 
rudder kick. 
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Figure 13.-  Motion of airplaue vlth aileron-type automatic control. 
mzd, = -0.050; z == 0.022 span; LnitM mer kick. 
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